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ABSTRACf
Hierarchical directory systems permit users of a computer system to organize files into
meaningful sets. A key part of the directory's usefulness lies in the way it partitions names.
A hierarchical directory system supports short mnemonic names by keeping the names of
files in one directory independent of those in other directories. Most hierarchical directory
systems, which were designed for single-processor time sharing systems, place files in a sin-
gle directory tree. The disadvantages of the single tree scheme become apparent when two
such systems are interconnected by a computer network. or when soft\\·are is transported
from one machine to another.
This report proposes an alternative to the single-tree naming scheme in which files are
organized in a forest of tree-structwed directories and each user chases his own view of the
forest. ~i. ~~omes necessaI)' to divorce the directory tree from the processor in order !o
provide meaningful file naming in a distributed environment. Separating directory trees
from processors also has advantages in single-processor systems.
'This work was supported in part by granrs (rom the National Science Foundation (MCS-8219178), SUN
Microsystems Incorporated, and Digital Equipment COipOration.
Introduction
A general purpose operating system provides at least two interfaces to the machine on
which it runs. One interface is through system calls that may be invoked by programs run- .
Ding on the machine. The other interface is the command language through which users
interact with the system. The operating system must provide a way to name files through
both of these interfaces.
Within the command language it should be possible to use names that are easy to
express (e.g. short) and easy to read and remember (e.g. mnemonic). This essentially
requires that users be capable of specifying local abbreviations for file names, since it is
impossible to simultaneously provide distinct short mnemonic names for all the files in a
large system. Within programs, on the other hand, it is frequently necessary to use file
names that are unique within the system. Many programs access files that are diIectly asso-
ciated with the program, rather than with the program's user. For example, an editor
might reference a file of default key bindings that was created by the editor's author. The
interpretation of such a file name must be independent of the abbreviations established by
the program's current user, since it must be interpreted the same way for all users. To
ensure this, most systems require that each file have a name that is unique within the sys-
tem and require programmers to use such names when including file names in their code.
In most operating systems, file names are based on directories of files maintained by
the system. While the directories in some systems are tied to physical storage volumes, the
file systems of Multics[5] and Unix[7]t provide users with the ability to create directories
and sub-directories independent of the physical structure of the system's secondary storage.
Device independent directory organizations provide users with the ability to organize their
t Unix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
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files into directories more logically. Such systems are known as hierarchical director}' sys-
terns.
A hierarchical directory system provides a naming mechanism that is excellent for
interactive users. The concept of a current working director}' allows users to work with
short, mnemonic names easily. The user never has to explicitly specify abbreviations for file
names. He simply move the current working directory to the directory containing those
files with which he wishes to work. This action implicitly introduces abbreviations for the
names of all the files in the directory. In addition, the abbreviations introduced in Ibis way
are cleanly integrated with the unique file names that programs must used to reliably iden-
tify files. Abbreviated names can be converted to full names and vice versa by simply
adding or removing a prefix consisting of the full name of the current working directory.
Hierarchical directory systems, however. do little for the file naming problems of pro-
grammers. To identify a file reliably, a program must use a file name determined by the
path through the directory tree from its root to the file. Such names are guaranteed to be
unique throughout the system, but their use becomes a significant problem in a least two
areas: the production of software for distribution to independent computer systems and the
construction of a file naming scheme for use in a distributed computer system.
In this paper we present a modification of a conventional hierarchical directory
scheme intended to address these problems. Our approach is based on two facts. First, we
observe that the need of a program to reference files produced by its author does not imply
that the names used for such files must be globally known and globally unique. It only
implies that the names must be known in the environments of all users who execute the
program and that users' local abbreviations for files must Dot interfere with these names.
Accordingly, we give the user control over the specification of two collections of abbrevia-
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tions that can be used for file names. One is just the current working directory, as found in
conventional hierarchical systems_ The other is a more stable collection of abbreviations
that must be tailored to meet the naming requirements of all the programs the user refer-
ences.
Second, we observe that while most systems organize files into a single directory tree,
this tree is composed of many logically independent subtrees each of which is itself com-
posed of related files. We call such subtrees projecr sub-rrees or rilde trees. Requiring the
user to maintain file abbreviations for all the programs he uses would be burdensome if it
had to be done at the level of files_ What we propose instead, is to have the user provide
an environment through which programs can conveniently name tilde trees and then select
files from within the trees.
In our system, file names are inteIpreted. relative to a forest of trees. Each user's file
names are inteIpreted. in a distinct forest that the user controls by adding and removing
tilde trees. The user can tailor his forest to provide the programs he executes with a reli-
able means to access the files they need without specifying globally unique names.
Our discussion of this naming scheme will be divided. into 7 sections. In the next two
sections, we will discuss the relationship between full path names and location dependency
and explain how the notion of project sub-trees iS'related to this problem. In sections 3, 4,
and 5 we discuss the details of our naming scheme and show how it reduces location depen-
dency problems in both conventional and distributed computing environments. Sections 6
and 7 discuss remaining problem and work on a prototype implementation.
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1. Full Path Names and Location Dependency
In some file systems, a file's name depends explicitly on the name of the device on
whicb tbe file's data is stored[3]. The system maintains an independent directory of files on
eacb pbysical volume. File names within eacb directory must be unique, and eacb volume
is given a name whicb is unique within tbe system on wbicb it is used. A unique name can
be formed for any file by combining the name of tbe volume on whicb tbe file reside!:: with
tbe file's name within the volume.
This approacb has a significant weakness. Because file names are location dependent,
a .file's name must be cbanged if it ever becomes necessary to move tbe file from one
volume to another. When this happens, any other files containing program text or com-
mand language statements that refer to the moved file must be updated to reflect the
change in its name.
Hierarchical file systems seem to eliminate this problem, because a path name does
not explicitly depend on the volume on which a file is stored. In fact as long as one res-
tricts one's attention to a single computing system, hierarchical file names can be location
independent. If, however, one takes a larger view and recognizes that important files are
likely to be transported to many different computer systems during their lifetimes, a new
form of location dependency appears. The dependency is not as obvious as that associated
with volume-specific file names. Usually, hierarchical file names do not explicitly include
the name of the machine on which the file resides. However, they do depend on the struc-
ture of the directory tree of the machine on which the file resides.
When one creates a file in a hierarchical directory system its full path name is forced
to depend on the structure of the upper levels of the directory tree on that system. It may
be difficult or impossible to use the same name for the file when it is copied to another sys-
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tern. For example, suppose user X moves from system A where his root directory is named
'/usrfX,t to system B where the root directory 'fusrfX' has already been assigned to another
user. User X will be forced to accept a new home direcwry name and forced to have the
names of all his files change as a consequence. Thus, while the user's names did not expli-
citly depend on the name of system A, they did depend on the structure of the directory
hierarchy on A.
This form of location dependency is not quite as severe as that associated with file
names that explicitly depend on device names. While file names that include device names
always have to be changed when the file is moved, a file's path name only has to be
changed if the upper levels of the directory tree in which it is stored are reorganized or the
file is moved to a new system in which the original path name is not available. When the
problem does occur, however, its consequences are just as serious.
To completely escape from such problems, one would have to gather all the files
stored on all computing systems into one location-independent naming scheme. A universal
hierarchy. however, is both technically impractical and JX>litically impossible. Accordingly,
we must assume that the files will be ~ubdivided into groups for naming purposes and try to
minimize the inherent location dependencies.
We believe that one important step toward minimizing location dependencies should
be to carefully consider how we partition files up into groups for naming purposes. Obvi-
ously, just because two files have been placed on the same disk volume or even on the same
computer system does not imply that they are so closely related that they belong in the
same partition of a naming system. We believe that naming should be based on partitioning
files into logically related groups so that when location dependencies do occur they are not
t The conventions used in examples of file names within Il:ris paper are those of the Unix operating
system.
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the consequence of storage allocation decisions that are unrelated to the functions of the
files involved.
2. Project Sub-trees and Naming
In systems that provide hierarchical directories mechanisms, user's typically structure
their directories in such a way that all of the files directly associated with a particular pro-
ject can be found in one sub-tree of the system's directory hierarchy. This subtree itself
may be divided into subtree's containing source files, object files, documentation file and
data files. The important thing, however, is that all of these files can be found in one ''pro-
ject sub-tree".
When a program uses a full path name to identify a data file in its project's sub-tree,
the path can be divided into two portions. The first specifies the path from the system's
root to the root of the project's sub-tree. The remainder of the path identifies a particular
file within the project's sub-tree.
When a program is distributed to other sites, a significant portion of its project sub-
tree is likely to accompany it. Accordingly. the second portion of a full path name for a
data file in the sub-tree is likely to remain accurate. On the other hand, the sub-tree's loca-
tion within the directory structure of a new system is unlikely to be identical to its location
on the original system. Thus, the first portion a full path name will become invalid on the
new system, making full path names non-portable.
If a program could give file names relative to the root of its project sub-tree, programs
could use just the second portions of full path names to identify files. This would obviously
improve portability. Unfortunately, specifying names relative to a project sub-tree is not
possible in current hierarchical directory systems. If a program does not depend on the
current working directory it inherits, then it can avoid using many full path names by
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making the root of its project subtree the current working directory. This operation itself,
however, will involve the use of a Don-portable full path name.
Two features of conventional hierarchical directory systems make them unable to sup-
port naming relative to project sub-trees. The first is that they provide no mechanism to
distinguish a directory that is the root of a project sul>-tree from any other directory. In
conventional hierarchical directory systems, there are no distinguished directories. Thus, a
program must give a path name to make its project subtree's root become the current work-
ing directory. The system has no way of automatically determining which directory is the
root of a program's project subtree. Systems that view all directories uniformly have advan-
tages, especially when compared to systems which treat certain directories (such as those
containing commands) specially. We believe, however, that allowing users to indicate that
certain directories are of special significance could strengthen the systems naming mechan-
isms.
The other difficulty is that conventional systems can not simultaneously support nam~
ing relative to more than one project sub-tree. That is, even if the project subtree's root is
automatically made the current working directory, there is no way to make refences to files
in another project's subtree without resorting to a full path name. Such -references must be
supported, because even if they do not occur explicitly in the code of a program, the pro-
gram may make them when accessing files passed to it as arguments. For example, in
UNIX, file names are passed as arguments rather than the files themseives. If one program
passes a name specified relative to its project subtree to another program which immedi-
ately makes its own project subtree's root the current working directory the name will be
misinterpreted.
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Jones[4] has suggested that the problems causes by passing relative names into a new
environment could be solved by automatically converting them into full path names as they
are passed. We have rejected this approach for two reasons. First, it may significantly con-
strain the mechanisms for manipulating file name provided by a system, because it requires
the ability to recognize file names in commands and data files. In a system like UNIX, it is
currently possible to pass file names or parts of file names as strings and to even generate
file names through string operations. Such features would have to be limited to make it
possible to recognize all file names at the point where they should be expanded. We would
prefer to devise a mechanism that would reduce file naming problems while leaving the sys-
tems designer more freedom to decide how file names should be manipulated. In addition,
as noted above, file name parameters are just a special case of the problem of programs
that reference files in a project subtree other than their own. We wish to address this more
general problem.
3. The Tilde Naming Scheme
The Tilde naming system attempts to reduce location dependency problems by making
all file names relative to project sub-trees. Instead of organizing the system's files into one
directory tree, we partition the directory system into a set of logically independent directory
trees called tilde trees. The intent is that most tilde trees will correspond to one project
sub-tree.
We associate two names with each tilde tree. The first is the name that programmer's
use to denote the project subtree; we call it the tree's tilde name. Files within a tree are
accessed using the tree's tilde name and a path. Syntactically, a file name of the form:
-T In
is used to identify a file within a tilde tree. where T is the tree's tilde name and a is a
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Unix-like path name relative to the tree named by T. A tree's tilde name need not be
unique. The second name associated with each tilde tree is its absolute name. Each tree's
absolute name must be unique. A set of absolute tree names is associated with each user.
The system resolves a user's references to tilde names relative to his set of absolute names.
The user can, but will rarely need to, change the set of absolute names that the system
associates with him.
Independently, either of the names associated with a tilde tree is insufficient. Since
tilde names are not unique, they cannot be reliably used. to select a desired tilde tree from
the system's collection of tilde trees. Since absolute names must be unique they will suffer
from all the problems discussed in the preceding sections. They must either be long or
non-mnemonic. They will be location dependent to some degree. Used together, however,
these two forms of name can greatly reduce file naming problems.
3.1. Using Absolute Tree Names
In the Tilde system, the absolute names of tilde trees are not used to directly name
files. Instead, they are only used to describe subsets of the collection of tilde trees accessi-
ble within the system. Such a subset is associated with each process running on the system.
The set of tilde trees associated with a process is called the process' tilde environment.
When a process manipulates (e.g. opens) a file with name
- x/o.
'x' is interpreted relative to the process' tilde environment. Thus, even if many trees have
the same tilde name in the system, a tree's tilde name will generally be sufficient to identify
it within a process' tilde environment. The system provides primitives that allows a process
to interrogate and change its tilde environment. New processes inherit their initial environ-
ments from their creators.
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We will not discuss the details of the format of absolute names or the primitives used
to manipulate tilde environments until Section 5. However, there are some aspects of the
use of these facilities that must be emphasized at this point. We anticipate that each user
will maintain a persistent set of absolute tilde tree names. This set of absolute names will
be used to establish a new environment for the user's root process (i.e. login process). The
root process' environment will normally be inherited unchanged by all of that user's other
processes. Thus, while each process technically has an independent tilde environment, we
will often associate an environment witb a user ratber than a process.
A user may occasionally modify his set of absolute tree names to add or remove trees
from his tilde environment. This, however, is the only time that absolute tree names will
be used. AU references to files within trees will assume that the desired tree has been
included in the tilde environment and use a name relative to the tree's tilde name. iLS a
result, the problems associated with absolute naming will be minimal. Location dependency
is not as critical. If it is necessary to change a tree's absolute name, each user of the tree
must update his specification of bis tilde environment. It is not necessary. however, to
search though programs, command scripts and data files for hidden references to the name.
References to files within the tree that appear in programs, command scripts and data files
will be made relative to the subtree's name within the user's tilde environment. These
references will all function correctly, once the user updates the specification of his tilde
environment. Thus, we have removed location dependent names from programs and col-
lected them all in one location - the tilde environment.
3.2. Minimizing Tilde Name Conflicts
While changing a tilde trees absolute name only requires ratber simple updates to user
environment specifications, cbanging a tree's tilde name is just as troublesome as changing
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the path to a subtree in a standard hierarchical directory system. The Tilde naming scheme
does nothing to make the process of changing a tilde name easy. Instead, it has been
designed to ensure that it will rarely be necessary to change a tilde name.
As suggested above, the use of a distinct environment for each user rather than a sin·
gle environment for the entire system is one feature included to minimize the need to
change tilde tree names. Even if many tilde trees in the system have the same tilde name
there will be no need to even consider changing any of their names as long as no user
needs to access more than one of them. Most project sub-trees will only be of interest to a
single user or a small group of users. Having independent environments allows small
groups of users to select tilde names without regard for how the name is used by otber
groups in the system.
Even in the case tbat a single user needs access to two or more trees with the same
tilde name it is often possible to avoid renaming trees. The problem with allowing several
trees in a single environment to have the same name is that it makes some file names ambi-
guous. Ambiguities are unlikely, however, as long as the number of trees with the same
name is relatively small. Tilde tree names rarely appear alone; normally, they are used as
the prefix of a name that identifies a file. When a tree name that is associated with more
than one tree in an environment is used as the prefix of a file name, the suffix of the name
can be used to resolve the ambiguity of the prefix. For example, even if two trees are
named X, the file name
- X/a1b1c
is unambiguous as long as the path "alblc" is only valid in One of the trees.
The Tilde system allows the user to include trees with identical tilde names in an
environment and attempts to resolve ambiguous tree names based on context. In the case
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that a file name cannot be resolved unambiguously, the system must either attempt to
"guess" the right file or refuse to process the name.
We feel tbat such names will be sufficiently rare that it will be appropriate to select
one of the named files heuristically. In particular, the system will keep trees with identical
names within an environment in an ordered list. A reference to such a group of trees will
always be resolved in the first tree in the list in which it can be resolved. The user will
determine the initial ordering on the trees in his environment. The system may reorder the
list in certain circumstances to increase its accuracy. For example, if a process is created to
execute a program stored in a tilde tree whose tilde name conflicts with other trees in the
creator's environment, the system will place the tree from which the file was selected to the
head of the list of trees that share its name.
4. Tilde Names and Distributed Systems
As networking facilities become increasingly available and sophisticated it will become
common for users to desire to access files on remote machines. To do so, they will need.
some way to name remote files. Distributed operating systems have taken two basic
approaches to the question of how to name remote files. Some systems attempt to keep file
naming completely separate from the physical structure of the underlying system. For
example, in the LOCUS system[6], all files the system are organized into one tree struc-
tured directory' system with with no constraints relating the machine on which a file is
stored to its location within the directory system. Otber systems explicitly include the name
of the machine on which a file resides in its name [1,8].
Support for location transparent file naming within a distributed system complicates its
implementation. Since the user cannot optimize file placement, the system must try to.
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Since processing of all full path names involve references to the directory files in the upper
levels of the directory tree, it is helpful to replicate these directories to reduce network
traffic. Replication. however, requires synchronization mechanisms to maintain consistency
as updates are applied. With the addition of such synchronization, care must be taken to
ensure that these directories do not become a bottleneck. Even if these technical
difficulties could be overcome, organizational considerations would make it impractical to
attempt to combine all the systems that now provide one another with remote access to
their files into one distributed system with location transparent file naming. Thus. at some
level one must expect to find users providing location dependent names to access files over
a network.
We assume, therefore, that a realistic view of distributed systems must deal with dif-
ferent levels of location transparency. It is likely that most machines will belong to tightly
coupled systems of several processors in which all files names are location transparent.
These system themselves, however. will form a more loosely coupled system in which some
names must include location dependent information.
The Tilde naming scheme functions well in a distributed environ.n1ent. The absolute
names included in a process' tilde environment may be allowed to contain location depen-
dent information when necessary. That is. each tilde tree's absolute name would identify
the system on which it was stored. An absolute name would not identify the machine
within a system on which tbe'-nee resided. It would only identify the system. Thus. the
names of all the trees within a tightly coupled group of machines would be location tran·
sparent within that system.
This extension would allow the user to include both local and non-local tilde trees in
his environment. Accordingly, all files. whether local or remote, could be identified using
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names of one form, namely
-T I a
This would have the obvious advantage of making most references to non·local files location
independent. If the site on which a non-local file was stored changed, only its name in the
tilde environment specification would need to be changed. In addition, it might provide
some performance improvements for references to local names. As mentioned above, in a
distributed system with a shared hierarchical directory system, the upper levels of the direc-
tory tree form a bottleneck. In the Tilde naming scheme, these upper levels are replaced
by the mechanism used to resolve absolute tilde tree names. In a conventional system, the
upper levels of the hierarchy must be traversed each time a file is opened. In the Tilde sys-
tem, on the other hand, absolute Tilde names need only be resolved when a new environ-
ment is created - an event which normally occurs only when a user logs in.
5. Process Environment Control
Thus far, we have neglected to discuss the mechanisms used to cbange a process'
environment, including the structure of absolute names. We have postponed this discussion,
because the details of these mechanisms are irrelevant to our primary concerns. They have
little effect on the location transparency problems we have been addressing. They will,
however, have a significant effect on a user's perception of the system.
A user, in our system, will have to specify an environmegt that,is appropriate for =ill
the programs he normally expects to use. This could be a significant task. Therefore, we
must make the process as convenient as possible. It must not present a constant burden to
the user. Rather, it should require about the same effort as other actions performed to cus-
tomize the user's computing environment. such as the specification of terminal characteris-
tics in a profile script.
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One essential is that the specification of a tilde environment be trivial for a user who
only needs standard system software. The system administrator should be able to provide
the names of all the standard tilde trees to such users. This should be done in such a way
that users who need to add their own tilde trees to their environment can also depend on
the system administrator for the specification of the standard trees. In particular, when the
administrator adds a new standard tree, it should automatically be included in each user's
forest, even if a user has added his own trees to his environment.
To meet these requirements, the specification of a process' tilde environment should
be based on forming the union of sets of tilde trees. The system should provide commands
that allow users and the system administrator to maintain named sets of tilde trees. The
system administrator will maintain one or more sets containing the system's 'standard' tilde
trees. Users who need access to tilde trees not included in the system administrator's sets
will form their own sets. Then. a process can request a new environment by passing the
system the names of the sets of tilde trees that should be combined to form the new
environment. The ordering of the subset names will determine the order the system uses to
resolve references to files in tilde trees with identical names.
A mechanism for specifying a tilde environment by naming sets of tilde trees will pro-
vide naive users with a 'default' tilde environment. Naive users will request this environ.
ment by simply passing the system the name of a standard set of trees maintained by the
sYStem administrator. At the same time, users who manage their own trees will also be
able to use collections maintained by the administrator. Such users will pass the system a
list naming one or more of their own sets of trees in addition to sets maintained oy the sys.-
tem administrator. Conflicts between the names of the user's trees and the standard trees
will be avoided by appropriately ordering the subsets specified. Changes made by the
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administrator will be automatically reflected in the user's environment at his next log in.
This proposal now involves two naming schemes in addition to that for file naming -
absolute tilde tree names and names for sets of absolute names. We assume that absolute
tree names will consist of a network address for the system on which the tree resides and a
unique name for the tree within that system. For naming sets of tilde tree names, a simple
hierarchical naming scheme might be appropriate. In fact, set of absolute names might be
kept in files in a distinguished tilde tree on each system.
6. Reliable File Naming
In our system, we assume that programs will depend on their users to establish an
environment appropriate for their execution. This is not always a safe assumption. A pro-
gram that executes with access privileges that exceed the privileges of its users must be very
careful when it depends on the environment established by a user. For example, the Unix
system provides a mechanism called set-user-id programs. A set-user-id program executes
with the privileges of its owner rather than the privileges of its invoker. In addition, Unix
interprets command names relative to a list of directories called the command path. Nor-
mally, a program uses the command path established by its invoker.
If a malicious user determines that a set-user-id program invokes a command named.
'x' he can subvert the systems protection mechanisms by altering his command path in such
a way tbat x' is interpreted as the name of his own pr?gra.m before invoking the set-user-id
program. If the set-user-id program does not alter the command path established by its
invoker. the reference to 'x' will cause the system to execute tbe user's program with tbe
privileges of the owner of the set-user-id program. To avoid this insecurity, set-user-id pro-
grams in Unix typically change the command path before they begin to execute commands.
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Just as they do in Unix, privileged programs will need to guarantee the correct resolu-
tion of names when run under the tilde system. The tilde environment will determine the
interpretation of all file names - including command files. This implies that if a privileged
program depends on the tilde environment provided by its user and references another pro-
gram file, the user can lead the system to execute one of his own programs in a privileged
mode.
Unfortunately, it is not as easy for a privileged program to avoid depending on its
user's tilde environment as it is for a program in Unix to avoid depending on the command
path. First, in order to specify a new tilde environment, a privileged program would have
to supply the system with a list of absolute tree names. Unfortunately, adding absolute tree
names to programs make them location dependent. This is not a new problem. The names
a set-user-id program uses under Unix to change the command path are also location
dependent. The use of location dependent names, however, is exactly what the Tilde nam-
ing scheme was designed to avoid.
Furthermore, even if one is willing to embed location dependent names in privileged
programs, it may not be a simple matter to change the program's tilde environment. If the
invoker passes file names as parameters to a privileged program, these- names should be
interpreted relative to the invoker's tilde environment. If the program attempts to use
these names after changing the tilde environment to ensure its security, the system is likely
to misinterpret the names.
In general, the problems involving name misinterpretation can be avoided by having
privileged programs check the environments they inherit in the same sense that programs
check their explicit parameters for errors. If the system provides a primitive that converts a
tilde name into the absolute name of the tree associated with it in the current environment,
a privileged program could simply refuse to execute if the invoker's environment did not
include the trees needed by the program. This approacb, however, still requires embedding
location dependent names in privileged programs.
Fortunately, we believe that in most cases the requirements privileged programs will
place on their environments will be so simple that they can be verified without using abso-
lute names. We suspect that most privileged programs will only need reliable access to two
tilde trees - the tree in which the program itself is located and the tree containing the most
basic system commands_ Access to the tree in which the program is executed is guaranteed
whenever the program is executing, because if that tree's name was not associated with the
tree in the environment the program could not have been accessed. Access to the tree of
basic system commands could be ensured either by having the system prevent users from
changing the binding of this tree's name or by providing a primitive to determine that the
current binding of the command tree's name was the standard binding. We hope to verify
that these mechanisms would address the problem with privileged programs in our work
with the prototype of the tilde naming system described in the next section.
7. A Prototype
A prototype of the naming mechanisms discussed in this paper is currently being
developed[2]. The initial goal has been to provide an interface between the user and the
Unix system that simulates Tilde naming. This interface is composed of a mooified shell
that recognizes tilde names and a library of procedures for manipulating files. The
modified shell maintains a tilde environment that is inherited by processes it creates. The
procedure library provides a Unix-like system call interface that interprets tilde names. A
program must be re~linked with this library before it can use tilde names for files. Many of
the standard system commands have aheady been re-linked on our system.
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The current prototype uses Unix full patb names as the absuiute names of Tilde trees.
A process can cootrol its tilde environment by placing a list of absolute names into a Unix
environment variable associated with the process. Sets of tilde names used to specify tilde
environments are kept in files or other environment variables.
The current prototype does not fully implement the scheme described in this paper.
In particular, whereas tilde trees in our scheme are logically independent, the use of full
path names as absolute names allows users to specify tilde environments containing trees
that actually overlap. Current plans call for a second implementation in which our sci::eme
is actually incorporated into the system's kernel. In this version, we will be able to com-
pletely support the scheme we have described.
An area in which we hope the prototype will provide imJX>rtant insight is the design of
the facilities for manipulating tilde environments. As stated above, these facilities will have
a significant impact on users' perception of our system. With a working model we plan to
experiment with several mechanisms for specifying and controlling tilde environments.
8. Summary
In this paper we have discussed the problems of location depeodency associated with
hierarchical file names and presented a new naming scheme intended to reduce these prob-
lems. Our scheme essentially uses a leve! of indirection in the name resolution process to
separate location dependent aspects of naming from those closely related to a files function.
The mechanisms we propose are carefully designed to make this indirection nearly tran-
sparent to the user, so that relative names are perceived as the primary file naming mechan-
ism of the system.
We are currently implementing a protot'jpe of this system, through which we expect
to verify some of the assumptions concerning the use of file names made in our design and
- 19-
to refine tbe design of the user interlace to our mecbanisms.
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